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Characters

Globi was born in 1932. 
He was an instant suc-
cess at children‘s par-
ties. The first book about 
his adventures – 'Globi‘s 
Trip Around the World' – 
was published in 1935 
and started an incredi-
ble success story. There 
has been a new Globi 
book every single year 
since then (88 so far), 
and all kinds of other 
Globi merchandise.
Globi is a creature of 
fable, neither human nor 
bird. A friend to all chil-
dren, he appeals to both 
boys and girls. And he is 
also able to communi-
cate with all animals.

Papa Moll, an ageless 
character, is a family fa-
ther who always wants 
the best. Exactly this in-
tention causes series  
of mishaps, which has 
made generations of 
readers laugh since 1952.
The likeable antihero is 
also an allrounder who 
succeeds to master the 
self-inflicted trouble to-
gether with his wife, 
three kids and a dachs-
hund in creative ways.

Globine is a perky and 
unusual girl. She lives in 
a tree-house that she 
has built herself near a 
small town. Her friends, 
an owl and a squirrel are 
her neighbours in the 
same tree. Globine al-
ways finds adventure 
and solves problems by 
using her wits as well as 
listening to her heart.

Glöbeli is Globi’s little 
friend. Together with his 
companion, a puppy-dog, 
he goes on small adven-
tures on the farm, the 
playground, the lawn or 
in the rain. There is a lot 
to discover for Glöbeli as 
well as for little kids. The 
little stories are ideal  
to be read to the young 
audience.
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Globi Classics

The most successful comic character 
since 1932, Globi is a Swiss version 

of Mickey Mouse and a most endearing 
hero. The first book was published 

in 1935, followed by several more books 
with a new one out every year.

> over 8 million German copies sold 
> 13 tourism licenses several publications 

 in other media

Backlist

Globis Walking Act 
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Volume 13
Globi examines Paris 

In this volume published in 1946, Globi examines Paris in his 
own unique way and brings his young readers along for the 
ride. Many now grown-up readers have been inspired by this 
book to learn more about Paris. Chock-full of discoveries and 
adventure, the book makes for an exciting and always enter-
taining read.

4

Volume 9
Globi in the Land of Fairy Tales

Globi finds a magic ring and enters a fantastic world of funny 
insects, cheeky dwarves, hungry giants and dan-gerous pi-
rates. It’s a good thing that it all turns out to be a dream!

World Rights available
100 pages | bound | 17,5 × 24 cm | 3+

Volume 15
Globi the Sportsman

Globi, philosopher and inventor, discovers the world of sports 
and throws himself into sprinting, weight-lifting, horse- 
riding and swimming. However, he’s in for a few surprises ...

World Rights available
100 pages | bound | 17,5 × 24 cm | 3+

World Rights available
100 pages | bound | 17,5 × 24 cm | 3+

Volume 25
Globi’s Adventures on the Bottom of the Sea 

Looking for the princess’s lost pearls on the seafloor, Globi 
meets King Neptune – and is given another assignment. 
Soon, he gets into trouble with horrible pirates, witnesses a 
fight between a whale and a shark, and encounters an un-
pleasant giant squid and lots of other sea creatures. Finally, 
after many challenges and with the help of a friendly dolphin, 
he manages to bring the pearls back to their grateful owner.

Volume 24
Globi travels to Venice

Globi travels to Venice. As he gets to know the city and its in-
habitants, many adventures come his way. 

World Rights available
100 pages | bound | 17,5 × 24 cm | 3+ 

Volume 47
Globi in the Wild West 

Travelling across the continent, Globi has to prove him-
self as a cowboy, a sheriff and in other jobs, before 
 finally reaching his goal: the Wild West!

World Rights available
100 pages | bound | 17,5 × 24 cm | 3+ | 1980

World Rights available
100 pages | bound | 17,5 × 24 cm 
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Volume 51
Globi’s Trip through Switzerland 

The first Globi book to appear in English. Globi spends 
his holidays in Switzerland. Traveling by train from one 
end of the country to the other, Globi learns all about the 
Alpine Republic.

Volume 49
Globi and the Cavemen 

It starts at the History Museum: in broad daylight, Globi 
encounters dinosaurs of all sizes, a mammoth and sev-
eral Stone Age cavemen – some of them less than 
friendly!

World Rights available 
100 pages | bound | 17,5 × 24 cm | 3+ | 1982

Volume 52
Globi joins the Fire Brigade 

The secret wish of many children comes true for Globi: 
He’s a fireman now, and he sets to with a will!

World Rights available
100 pages | bound | 17,5 × 24 cm | 3+ | 1985

World Rights available  |  > Also in English available
100 pages | bound | 17,5 × 24 cm | 3+ | 2009

Volume 58
Globi and William Tell 

Travelling through space and time, Globi encounters 
William Tell, the Swiss national hero, and joins him in 
his fight for freedom.

Volume 55
Globi with the Air Rescue Service 

When a friend of his has a bad fall while mountain-climb-
ing, Globi tries to help. Soon, he’s in training as a res-
cuer and a pilot. Every day with the Air Rescue Service is 
packed with exciting situations: people and animals 
have to be saved.

World Rights available 
100 pages | bound | 17,5 × 24 cm | 3+ | 1988 

Volume 61
Globi in the Swiss National Park 

Globi travels to the countryside in search of peace and 
quiet. But once he arrives, there is still too much going 
on! Then he learns about the Swiss National Park and 
sets off at once.

World Rights available – Rights sold to: Romansh
> Also available in English
100 pages | bound | 17,5 × 24 cm | 3+ | 1993

World Rights available 
100 pages | bound | 17,5 × 24 cm | 3+ | 1991
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Volume 74
Globi’s Journey through the Alps

Full of curiosity and keen on adventure, Globi embarks 
on a big trip through the Alps. He crosses five Alpine 
countries, seeing the sights and having fun.

Volume 70
The zoo of Globi

Globi works at the airport on the customs station. There 
he learns, that many peoplet are smuggling animals. He 
saves them all. But where to take them? Spontaneous 
he starts to build a zoo.

Volume 67
Globi the Sports Reporter 

Globi becomes a sports journalist.
Globi realises that sports reporters have access to all 
sporting events. He rather likes the idea and decides to 
become a sports reporter there and then.

World Rights available 
100 pages | bound | 17,5 × 24 cm | 3+ | 1999

Volume 71
Globi for all cases

Globi is the man for all cases. He has always ideas to 
solve any kind of problem. In the house, in the garden, 
where ever one needs it. 

World Rights available – Rights sold to: Romansh
100 pages | bound | 17,5 × 24 cm | 3+ | 2003

World Rights available  |  > Also available in English
100 pages | bound | 17,5 × 24 cm | 3+ | 2006

World Rights available  |  > Also available in French
100 pages | bound | 17,5 × 24 cm | 3+ | 2002

Volume 72
Globi and the Giant Butterflys

This book is about a fantastic adveture on a wild island. 
Globi is trying to reveral a secret.

Volume 73
Globi at the Red Cross

Globi learns all about the different work of the Interna-
tional Red Cross.
They have lot to do and he realizes that many people 
need support and help and how important it is, to be 
there.

World Rights available 
100 pages | bound | 17,5 × 24 cm  | 3+ | 2004

World Rights available 
100 pages | bound | 17,5 × 24 cm  | 3+ | 2005
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Volume 82
Globi in the Heart of Switzerland 

Polishing rocks, saving a little calf that has fallen off a 
cliff, travelling with a pack mule or trying to dissuade an 
eagle from eating marmots – Globi is never short of 
ideas, and his explorer’s spirit never tires. Can he actu-
ally persuade that eagle?

Volume 80
Globi on Pirate Island 

While cleaning out the attic, Globi discovers the logbook 
of his great grandfather, the captain of a merchant ship. 
This inspires him to seek a long lost pirate treasure! 

World Rights available  |  > Also available in English 
100 pages | bound | 17,5 × 24cm | 3+ | 2012

World Rights available  |  > Also available in English
100 pages | bound | 17,5 × 24 cm | 3+ | 2012

Volume 75
Globi and the Rhinos 

Globi escorts Najma, the little rhino, back home to the
African Savannah. The two of them meet many animals
in the Savannah and find themselves in exciting situa-
tions. Globi even helps apprehend a criminal. That is 
how his new adventure begins.

World Rights available – Rights sold to: Romansh
100 pages | bound | 17,5 × 24 cm | 3+ | 1993

Volume 76
Globi and the Polar Explorer 

Globi and Dr. Hansen undertake an expedition to the 
Arctic and Antarctic. Through their journey they meet 
people and animals that illustrate the effects of climate 
change.

World Rights available 
100 pages | bound | 17,5 × 24 cm | 3+ | 2008

Volume 78
Globi at the Airport 

Globi has to care for a little lion tamarin from Brazil 
named Leo who has to stay in quarantine at the airport. 
Along with caring for Leo, Globi learns a lot about the 
inner workings of the airport.

World Rights available  |  > Also available in French 
100 pages | bound | 17,5 × 24 cm | 3+ | 2010

Volume 79
Globi at School 

Globi responds to a Help Wanted Ad and lands a new 
job. For a whole year, Globi ist the right hand man of Tobi 
Gerber, the school maintenance man. Together with 
Tobi, the children, the teachers and day care staff, Globi 
has all Kinds of adventures.

World Rights available  |  > Also available in English and French
100 pages | bound | 17,5 × 24 cm | 3+ | 2011
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Volume 87
Globi and the Crazy Machine

A science professor at ETH university. takes Globi on a 
guided tour of her place of work. At her lab, she shows 
him her invention, calling it »an extraordinary machine« 
and smiling. Suddenly, the two of them realise they have 
been shrunk to tiny size – the lab cat pressed a button by 
mistake! A turbulent and fantastical journey begins, 
with danger lurking around every corner.

Volume 86
Globi and the Great Gold robbery

An explosion, people are running away and there is gen-
eral confusion. There has been a bank robbery. Globi 
joins the police in their search and hears that there is a 
lot of gold missing. During the hunt for the robbers, 
Globi also learns about police work and he meets some 
interesting experts. The book has been developed in co-
operation with the Zurich City Police.

World Rights available  |  > Also available in English
100 pages | bound | 17,5 × 24 cm | 3+ | 2016

Volume 88
Globi and the Zoo Animals

Globi is taking a leisurely stroll in the park when sud-
denly a tiny stork drops on his head. Globi takes the in-
jured stork to the zoo’s vet immediately. Now he’s at the 
zoo, Globi lends a hand, of course. And, as usual with 
him, the odd thing may go wrong. In many amusing epi-
sodes, children can get to know the zoo with Globi.

World Rights available
100 pages | bound | 17,5 x 24 cm | 3+ | 2018

World Rights available  |  > Also available in English
100 pages | bound | 17,5 x 24 cm | 3+ | 2017

Volume 83
Globi’s Television Adventures 

On his way back from the shops, Globi meets a camera 
team shooting a feature about Swiss Television’s 60th 
birthday. A cameraman stumbles, and Globi saves his 
expensive camera from getting smashed. That is how 
his new adventure begins.

World Rights available  |  > Also available in English
100 pages | bound | 17,5 × 24 cm | 3+ | 2013

Volume 84
Globi the Smart Farmer

At the weekly market, Globi meets a weary old farmer. 
Globi visits his farm and quickly realises that it has seen 
better days. With lots of zest and imagination, and with 
the help of all the animals, there is renovation, repair 
and rebuilding.

World Rights available  |  > Also available in English and French
100 pages | bound | 17,5 × 24 cm | 3+ | 2014

Volume 85
Globi in Ancient China

Globi visits an exhibition about China. Looking at a pic-
ture of a dragon, he falls asleep, dreaming himself back 
to ancient China. He meets a little dragon who has lost 
his mother. Globi helps him look for her. Their search 
takes them to a fascinating world. At the end of the 
story, the little dragon’s mother is magically brought 
back to him.

World Rights available  |  > Also available in English
100 pages | bound | 17,5 × 24 cm | 3+ | 2015
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Volume 94
Globi And The Oceans

At the museum, Globi stumbles over and breaks a preci- 
ous shell. Distressed by what he has done, he vows to find 
a replacement, and a grandiose journey unfolds across 
oceans and continents to faraway places in search of a 
suitable shell. This provides opportunities galore for exhil-
arating encounters above and below the water. Globi sails 
across the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans ...

Volume 93
Globi’s New Adventures At The Post Office

In 1997, Globi had his first adventures at the Swiss post 
office. A lot has changed since then, and it’s time to take 
a look behind the scenes. That’s why we now have 
brand-new post office adventures with Globi. Not sur-
prisingly, Globi comes up with clever ideas about how 
the delivery of letters and parcels could be improved. 

World Rights available 
100 pages | bound | 17,5 × 24 cm | 3+ | 2021

World Rights available
100 pages | bound | 17,5 x 24 cm | 3+ | 2022

Volume 89
Globi‘s Adventures in Rome

A thief steals a golden statue, the «Mama Lupa», and 
makes his getaway on a bicycle. Romy and Remo‘s dog 
gives chase at once. Meanwhile, Globi wakes up at his 
little albergo, ready to start his day. Stepping out onto 
the pavement, he is knocked down by a large dog, fol-
lowed by her owners, the twins Romy and Remo … It‘s 
the beginning of a wild, spectacular chase …

Volume 92
Globi And Roger

Globi wanders through the woods and almost trips over a 
tennis ball. How did THAT get here? As he peeks around 
the corner, he sees ... Roger Federer having a picnic with 
his family! The two exchange a warm embrace – the begin-
ning of a turbulent and never dull adventure story boasting 
many hilarious episodes, lots of tennis, a helter-skelter 
road trip to Wimbledon and a visit to Zambia, Africa.

Volume 90
Globi at the Hospital

Globi sees how an old lady stumbles unhappily and 
breaks her leg. An ambulance is soon on the scene and 
Globi accompanies the lady and her slightly demented 
husband to the emergency room. Globi looks after them 
until they can go home again ...

Volume 91
Globi on the alp

Globi turns into a mountain shepherd for the season. 
There is a lot to do, a lot to learn and a lot of new things 
to discover. In addition to the typical activities associ-
ated with mountain pastures, Globi learns to yodel and 
to wave flags. Among other interesting encounters, he 
faces brazen cows, runs into dwarfs and a giant and 
finds a giant crystal.

World Rights available
100 pages | bound | 17,5 × 24 cm | 3+ | 2019

World Rights available
100 pages | bound | 17,5 × 24 cm | 3+ | 2021

World Rights available  |  > Also available in English
100 pages | bound | 17,5 × 24 cm | 3+ | 2020

World Rights available  |  > Also available in English
100 pages | bound | 17,5 × 24 cm | 3+ | 2020
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Volume 96
Globi Looks Out For Yaks (available end February 2023)

Globi comes across a sick little yak and finds out where 
to find a healing herb. Immediately, he sets off on a long 
journey to the roof of the world. Amid wild adventures 
and traveling through gorgeous landscapes, he gets to 
know different countries, their people and cultures. In 
the end, he manages to get a hold of the herb and whisks 
it home. 

Volume 97
Globi’s New Adventures In The National Park 
(available end May 2023)

Time has not stood still since the first volume and 
there’s a lot to catch up on. Globi talks about the latest 
adventures he shared with many animals in wonderful 
nature.

World Rights available
100 pages | bound | 17,5 × 24 cm | 3+ | 2023

World Rights available
100 pages | bound | 17,5 × 24 cm | 3+ | 2023

Volume 95
Globi’s Funny Animal Stories

This volume compiles the best stories from prior vol-
umes, some of which have been out of print for some 
time, in addition to some new ones.
It contains amazing adventures and encounters, bril-
liant inventions, great Globi capers, all wrapped up in a 
lot of excitement and fun.

World Rights available
100 pages | bound | 17,5 x 24 cm |3+ | 2022
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Globi Cook Books

Amaaazing Cookbooks – 
Globi Elevates His Cooking Game

Michelin-starred chefs, baking professionals 
and breakfast aficionados share their recipes 
and tips with Globi. The books also contain a 

wealth of resources and ideas related to cooking, 
eating, recipes and ingredients.

Backlist

Globi loves Italian cuisine more 
than anything. But where to 
find really good recipes? And 
what does it take to make 
them turn out as great as they 
sound?

To find an answer to those 
questions, Globi visits his friend, the 
Italian star chef Gualtiero Marchesi. The 
two go back a long time, when Gualtiero, 
a mere 18 years old, graduated from hos-
pitality school in Lucerne. For Globi’s 
new cookbook, the master chef joins his 
Swiss friend as he tours the country,  
dispensing lots of advice, tricks, ideas 
and insights and over 60 original recipes 
to chew on.

Globi presents Italy from its most beau-
tiful side. Italy’s culinary culture, its  
staples and wonderful dishes from all 
regions of the country are lovingly intro-
duced and depicted in this unique  
culinary book.

The cookbook was created in collabo- 
ration with the Milan Cooking Academy  
of Gualtiero Marchesi.

Globi‘s Italian Cuisine

Globi‘s new cookbook

World Rights available
128 pages | bound | 17,5 x 24 cm

FOREIGN RIGHTS GLOBI VERLAG ZÜRICH    18 BACKLIST    
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70 recipies for the whole winter
Globi‘s Winter Baking Book

Globi‘s new baking book contains selected recipes from 
the collection of Lukas Imseng, master baker and hotel-
ier from Saas Fee. His refined and original dishes can 
be modified in a number of surprising ways. The lists  
of ingredients and instructions are complemented by 
special chapters on subjects.

Fun in the kitchen for the whole family!
Globi‘s Vegetarian Kitchen

Working closely with the Hiltl Restaurant in Zurich, Globi 
compiled 60 recipes as well as a wealth of interesting nutri-
tional information for this book. The following pages contain 
60 clearly described recipes created and tested especially for 
Globi by real Hiltl chefs. There is everything from colorful 
drinks, a rich selection of appetizers and main courses to im-
aginative desserts.

World Rights available
128 pages | bound | 17,5 × 24 cm

All about the most important Meal of the Day
Globi’s Big Breakfast Book 

Globi’s fifth cookery book is all about the most impor-
tant meal of the day – breakfast! Globi’s Big Breakfast 
Book contains lots of delicious recipes and answers  
numerous questions, e.g. Did cavemen use to have 
breakfast, too? Why is breakfast so important to us? 
Where in Switzerland do they bake what sorts of bread?
And is a rooster really necessary for hens to lay eggs?

World Rights available
128 pages | bound | 17,5 x 24 cm

World Rights available
136 pages | bound | 17,5 × 24 cm

60 Recipes, Savoury and Sweet, from All Over Switzerland
Baking with Globi

Loaves of bread, pies (to be baked on baking trays), 
cream cakes, chocolate truffles and pastries can be 
baked not only in bakeries but also at home – provided 
one gets clear instructions! In this book, Globi shows 
children how to create 60 local specialities from all 
Swiss regions. Colourful and funny pictures illustrate
step-bystep recipes.

More than 50 Recipes from 26 Chefs
Globi’s Swiss Cookbook

Switzerland has a varied cuisine. With this cookery 
book, children can discover old Swiss specialities 
steeped in tradition and learn how to prepare them. 
There are more than 50 recipes from all cantons col-
lected here – all of Switzerland’s primeval cuisine – 
from Argovian carrot tartlets to veal stew Zurich style; 
from roesti to fondue. Cooking is like performing magic!

World Rights available 
128 pages | bound | 17,5 × 24 cm

With Glossary and Flora
Globi’s Wild Cuisine

In Globi’s fourth cookery book, children learn to recog-
nize edible wild plants and to cook with them. Globi de- 
monstrates how to look for plants correctly and what 
may be picked or harvested. Step by step, a wide choice 
of recipes – some of them quite unusual – is explained 
and clear instructions are given.

World Rights available
184 pages | bound | 17,5 × 24 cm

World Rights available 
128 pages | bound | 17,5 × 24 cm
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The Knowledge Series
Backlist

FOREIGN RIGHTS GLOBI VERLAG ZÜRICH    22 BACKLIST    

The world is in turmoil, 
climate change wreaks 
havoc around the world. 
Much is still unclear, 

even though the evidence 
has piled up. The causes are 

manifold, but the consequences are visible 
and tangible.

For many people, things are getting 
worse; their livelihoods are on the line. 
Some regions are drying out, others are 
sinking, and still others are being hit by 
increasingly violent storms.

Globi conducts an analysis of the current 
situation using the current world climate 
report IPCC as a starting point. Globi 
compiles information, communicates 
and describes the findings, thus creating 
the foundation for children to explore the 
topics themselves.

Children find out how the climate works, 
how everything is connected, how fragile 
and yet resilient nature is. They learn 
what a jet stream is, what other big cur-
rents do, how the coal life cycle works 
and what CO2 does to the atmosphere. In 
addition, we learn about climate history 
and how humans’ behaviour has an  
impact on everything, but also how it 
could be harnessed to turn things around.

Globi wants to motivate youngsters and 
spark ideas. After all, the future belongs to 
children. They ought to have a bright one!

Globi Gets Serious
 About The Climate

Volume 15

World Rights available
approx 80 pages | bound | 17,5 x 24 cm |3+ | 2018

The unique children’s non-fiction series 
published by and featuring Globi shines a 
light on topics that are both socially rele-
vant and of interest to children, presenting
engaging and well-researched content 
that more than deserves our attention! 
With a knack for effective factual presenta-
tions and witty and professional illustra-
tions, these books provide a tremendously
rich resource on current topics such as en-
ergy, climate, digitization or democracy, 
and best of all, contain ideas that children
can put into practice themselves.

Renowned experts from Switzerland, 
Germany and even overseas have collabo-
rated with the authors and illustrators. As 
a result, Globi provides children with 
unique insights into current research and 
ideas that are fresh from the lab. No other 
children’s non-fiction series offers such a 
high level of current relevance. Enthusi-
astic feedback from parents, teachers, 
relatives and children alike has shown 
that these books have true value for the 
whole family, with something to learn for 
everyone.
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A non-fiction book by Globi – Globi Knowledge Volume 1
Diving with Globi

Learn to dive with Globi according to CMAS. Globi explores 
the underwater world, learning all about diving, diving equip-
ment and its rules.

Rights to China are sold
64 pages | bound | 17 × 28,5 cm | 5+ | 2005

A non-fiction book by Globi – Globi Knowledge Volume 3
Technique with Globi

Globi discovers technology. He learns a lot about the various 
areas in which technology has a big role to play, guided by  
experts. These include bionics, tunnel construction, me- 
dicine, sports, the digital world, food production and much 
more.

Rights to China are sold
128 pages | bound | 17 x 28.5 cm |5+ | 2017

A non-fiction book by Globi – Globi Knowledge Volume 4
Stories About Water

Without water, there is no life. Globi learns in this book that 
there are times and places where ready access to water is far 
from guaranteed. To understand the path of water, he follows 
the Rhine River from the source to its mouth in the North Sea 
and discovers life along the river’s course. Globi also wants 
to know how humans use water, how it gets distributed to 
houses, consumed, discharged and purified.

Rights to China are sold
128 pages | bound | 17 x 28.5 | 5+ | 2014

Globi forscht und entdeckt

 Ein Sachbuch für Kinder

Chemie mit Globi

Zum Internationalen Jahr der Chemie 2011 ist dieser Band entstanden. Er zeigt viele 
spannende und grundlegend wichtige chemische Phänomene, denen die Kinder im 
Alltag oder in der Natur begegnen. In kleinen Geschichten wird erzählt, wie Globi Che-
mie erlebt und chemische Vorgänge entdeckt. In Sachtexten wird erklärt, was warum 
geschehen ist. Wichtige Zusatzinformationen sind in Kästen eingefügt. Anhand vieler 
spannender Experimente können die Kinder chemische Phänomene selbst auf einfa-
che (und ungefährliche) Weise nachvollziehen.

«Chemie mit Globi» ist kein Lehrbuch im eigentlichen Sinn. Es werden auch keine 
erschöpfenden Antworten geliefert. Im Zentrum steht Globis Charakter als neugieriger, 
pfi ffi ger und kecker Entdecker und Erforscher. Gleich ihm sollen die Kinder neugierig 
sein – beobachten, Fragen stellen und versuchen, chemischen Phänomenen auf den 
Grund zu gehen. 

Für diesen Band hat der Verlag mit der «Plattform Chemistry» der Akademie der Na-
turwissenschaften Schweiz (SCNAT) und einem Team von Hoch- und Mittelschulleh-
rern des Fachbereichs Chemie zusammengearbeitet.

Das Buch richtet sich an Kinder ab Lesealter bis 12 Jahre.

Weitere Bücher aus der GlobiWissen-Reihe:

www.globi.ch 6
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A non-fiction book by Globi – Globi Knowledge Volume 5
Stories About Building

Globi discovers the art of construction. He surveys con-
struction sites, meets architects, construction workers 
and many others who let him take a peek at their work. 
Interesting facts about construction, architecture, heritage 
conservation, urban planning and development are 
conveyed in straightforward and exciting ways.

A non-fiction book by Globi – Globi Knowledge Volume 6
Chemistry with Globi

So what can chemistry do, how does it work and why is 
it needed? Find out all there is to know about one of the 
most important natural sciences of all. Chemistry is 
everywhere.

A non-fiction book by Globi – Globi Knowledge Volume 7
Music with Globi

Globi goes on to explore the world of music, sound 
waves, sounds, instruments, musicians, bands from 
jazz to hip-hop, orchestras and loads more. An amazing 
book that gets to the bottom of the subject with all its 
nuances.

Rights to China are sold
128 pages | bound | 17,5 × 28,5 cm | 5+ | 2014

Rights to China are sold
128 pages | bound | 17,5 × 28,5 cm cm | 5+ | 2014

Rights to China are sold
128 pages | bound | 17,5 × 28,5 cm | 5+ | 2014
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A non-fiction book by Globi – Globi Knowledge Volume 9
Globi And The Energie

Subjects like climate change, glacial melting, furious 
storms and extraordinary meteorological phenomena 
are predominant in the media. Globi looks at places 
where energy is generated by both old and new technol-
ogy and realises that using up less energy begins at 
home. The less we use, the less energy we need to gen-
erate. Simple, actually. But easier said than done.

A non-fiction book by Globi – Globi Knowledge Volume 10
Globi in the World of Moutains

Right in the middle of the city, Globi meets Zima the moun-
tain goat. She has lost her way and longs to be back home 
in the mountains. Globi, of course, is more than ready to 
help her get there. The book covers all sorts of fascinating 
topics about the mountains, and at the same time imparts 
handy facts in a playful way. This Globi book makes a great 
addition to families who enjoy taking trips to the mountains.

A non-fiction book by Globi – Globi Knowledge Volume 11
Globi and the new Species

Animals and plants have been exploring new environ-
ments and areas since the dawn of time. Their migra-
tions and colonizations, however, have been accelerat-
ing and assuming new dimensions in the course of 
20th-century globalization. Nowadays, many species 
can travel to a fresh habitat as ’stowaways’ on container 
ships, planes or with car or train passengers.

Rights to China are sold
128 pages | bound | 17,5 x 24 cm |5+ | 2018

Rights to China are sold
96 pages | bound | 17 x 24 cm | 5+ | 2016

Rights to China are sold
128 pages | bound | 17,5 × 24 cm | 5+ | 2014

A non-fiction book by Globi – Globi Knowledge Volume 13
Globi and the Robots

Globi overhears men talking about how they will soon be dis-
posable because machines will take over their work. This gets 
his curiosity going and he sets off on a long journey to take a 
deep dive into digitization at all levels. He travels all the way to 
Japan, where things are already much further along. The book 
shines a light on different types of robots, artificial intelligence, 
automated machines and explains how everything fits together.

A non-fiction book by Globi – Globi Knowledge Volume 15
Globi In Outer Space 

Space has fascinated mankind for thousands of years. As 
early as the Stone Age, people looked into the night sky and 
assigned pictures and stories to the bright spots in the firma-
ment. Even today, we still gaze at the starry sky with amaze-
ment, observing the moon, Jupiter, or the Andromeda Galaxy. 
Globi, too, is fascinated by space, infinity and all the forma-
tions that can be discovered up there...

A non-fiction book by Globi – Globi Knowledge Volume 14
Globi And The Microbes

How about those microbes! What is so special about these 
tiny organisms that we can only see with special micros- 
copes? Without microbes, we couldn’t survive on earth! On 
the other hand, they can also make life very difficult for us 
by spreading diseases, epidemics and pandemics. Globi’s 
latest non-fiction book for children takes a close lens to 
the ways these tiny creatures set up their communities...

Rights to China are sold
128 pages | bound | 17,5 × 24 cm | 5+ | 2020

Rights to China are sold
128 pages | bound | 17,5 × 24 cm | 6+ | 2023

Rights to China are sold
128 pages | bound | 17.5 x 24cm, 6+ 2022
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70 Years Of Papa Moll – 
A Swiss Success Story 

Papa Moll – 
a character that never gets old

Like many of us, Papa Moll makes a 
genuine effort to master life’s 
pitfalls with good intentions 
and unfazed enthusi-
asm. His comedic talent 
is considerable, 
and he has his 
own distinctive 
style. This bald 
man with a grand 
 total of five hairs 
on 
his head meets daily 
challenges with wit, courage 
and imagination. The story 
of Papa Moll reflects the 
quintessential human experi-
ence: we have it all mapped out 
until life gets in the way. Gen-
erations of readers, young and 
old, have fallen in love with the book’s 
situational comedy in which Papa Moll 
handles his struggles in creative ways, 
assisted by Mama Moll, three smarty-
pants kids and a cheeky little dachshund 
called Tschips. 

How it all started 
and evolved

In 1952, the artist 
Edith Oppenheim 

(1907- 2001) was commis-
sioned to design a comic 

character for the children’s 
magazine JUNIOR. The 

driving force behind the idea 
was the Swiss foundation 

 Pro Juventute. At the 
time, the non-profit 

was looking for an alter-
native to foreign com-

ics. And so it happened 
that a mother of three 

conjured up the children’s char-
acter Papa Moll from her imagi-

nation. In 1953, the first 
short stories fea-
turing Papa Moll 

and his family started 
appearing regularly in the 
JUNIOR magazines. From 

1967, the Papa Moll stories were 
also published as books, first by 

Hug-Verlag, and from 1974 by Globi 
Verlag, which was absorbed by

29FOREIGN RIGHTS GLOBI VERLAG ZÜRICHBACKLIST    FOREIGN RIGHTS GLOBI VERLAG ZÜRICH    28 BACKLIST    

Orell Füssli Verlag in 2007. Along with 
Papa Moll books, audio plays were re-
leased on CD and MC by Phonag AG. Both 
books and audio plays were published 
annually at the same time.

Now, seven decades have passed, and a 
lot has happened. Over 1.6 million copies 
have been sold; in 2011, a Papa Moll 
theme park featuring many attractions 
inside and outside the thermal spa was 
launched in Bad Zurzach. In 2014, vol-
umes 1-25 were published under a li-
cense granted to a Chinese publishing 
house. In 2017, the film comedy “Papa 
Moll And The Abduction Of The Flying 
Dog” premiered. The feature film, star-
ring well-known actors and actresses, 
has been successfully shown around the 
world in various dubbed versions.

Drawing inspiration from 
one’s own life

The story of Papa Moll reflects the story 
of its creator. Edith Oppenheim grew up 
as one of three children and later also 
had two sons and a daughter. Like the 
Molls, her family included an always 
cheerful dachshund. As you can see, the 
individual characters were not all com-
pletely made up. Their basic outlines can 
be traced back to many drawings made 
long before 1952. For instance, Edith  
Oppenheim initially conceived the main 
character as a mother. “But it soon 
dawned on me that I wouldn’t be able to 
develop sufficient detachment that way,” 
she notes in her memoirs. The drawing 
artist’s father, a well-known engineer, in-

ventor and passionate chess player, 
bears the features of Papa Moll. Origi-
nally from the UK, Oppenheim’s husband 
enriched family life with his English wit. 
Blessed with a brilliant mind, he was apt 
to enjoy life in a major (Dur) rather than a 
minor key (Moll). But since the upbeat 
“Dur” is less suitable as a name, Edith 
Oppenheim ended up picking Moll as a 
name for this unconventional family.

Papa Moll’s story has a timeless mes-
sage whose success lies in its humour. 
Edith Oppenheim once commented that 
“humor is a form of wisdom that speaks 
to the human ability to rise above things 
and look at the world from an elevated 
perspective with a 
serene smile. 
Humor, at its core, 
is the essence of 
humanity itself, a 
humanity that em-
braces understanding with 
a smile and forgiveness.”

To Edith Oppenheim-Jonas, humor was a 
way to embrace life with wisdom
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Volume 23
Papa Moll – Treasure Hunt

Papa Moll tries his hand as a treasure hun-
ter. And, of course, everything turns out dif-
ferently than he had imagined. Family ad-
venture which leads the Molls to Egypt!

Volume 25
The Moll goes Swimming

Working in the garden can be dangerous –  
all of a sudden, you’ve got a crick in your 
back! Papa Moll can hardly walk, his whole 
family set out to accompany him to the spa. 

World Rights available
64 pages | bound | 25 × 18 cm | 5+ | 2010

World Rights available 
64 pages | bound | 25 × 18 cm | 5+ | 2012

Volume 26
Papa Moll’s Animal Shelter

Papa Moll hears strange noises from the 
attic – what can they be? It does not take 
long for several other animals to find their 
way to the Moll family.

Volume 27
Papa Moll finds new Friends

The Moll family meet a cheerful group of 
handicapped people. Papa Moll manages to 
accidentally push Peter’s wheelchair down 
a steep slope. Papa Moll wants to apologise.

World Rights available 
64 pages | bound | 25 × 18 cm | 5+ | 2013

World Rights available
64 pages | bound | 25 × 18 cm | 5+ | 2014

Volume 28
Papa Moll in the Snow

The Moll family are planning to spend their 
Christmas holiday in a little chalet in the 
Alps. Once arrived, though, they first have 
to dig their holiday home out of the snow.

Volume 29
Papa Moll and the mobile Kitchen

Papa Moll is off to buy some salt. But – 
oops! His old bone-shaker falls apart right 
away. When he comes home, he has ac-
quired a colourful snack van.

World Rights available
64 pages | bound | 25 × 18 cm | 5+ | 2015

World Rights available 
64 pages | bound | 25 × 18 cm | 5+ | 2012

Volume 30
Papa Moll and the Flying Dog

When Mama Moll leaves to spend the 
weekend with friends, Papa Moll takes 
over at home. Things aren’t going well and 
there is trouble with a flying circus dog. 

Volume 31
Papa Moll Recolate

A comet hits the Moll family home, leaving 
debris in its wake. Finding a flat becomes 
the family’s top priority. This is a new situa-
tion with lots of fresh adventure guaranteed.

World Rights available
64 pages | bound | 25 x 18 cm | 6+ | 2017

Rights to China are sold
64 pages | bound | 25 x 18 cm | 6+ | 2018
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Rights to China are sold
64 pages | bound | 25 x 18 cm | 6+ | 2018

Volume 32
Papa Moll in his Workshop

Their little house has been renovated, the 
Moll family are happy to move in again. It‘s a 
matter of sprucing everything up again. So, 
the whole family begin to repair, build... !

Volume 33
Papa Moll the Detective

On his birthday, Fritz gets a bicycle. But on 
his very first outing, it goes missing. As it 
turns out, a cunning gang of bike thieves is 
up to no good ...

Volume 34
Papa Moll in the Garden

The Molls discover the joys of gardening. The 
whole family digs, builds, sows, plants, 
tends, and harvests, and finally preserves an 
abundance of berries, fruits and vegetables. 

Volume 35
Papa Moll Travels Through Switzerland

Adventurous Switzerland. Amazing discov-
eries and experiences await visitors of this 
small country.

Rights to China are sold
64 pages | bound | 25 × 18 cm | 6+ | 2019

World Rights available
64 pages | bound | 25 × 18 cm | 6+ | 2019

World Rights available
64 pages | bound | 25 × 18 cm | 6+ | 2019

Globine

The Girl With The Brilliant Ideas

Brave, quick and sassy Globine 
lives in a tree house outside a small village, sharing the tree 

with squirrel Mathilda and Rudi, the owl. 

The trio solves mysteries, uncovers criminal activity, takes 
care of neighbors, shelters animals in need and much more. 

Globine is a bright modern girl that both boys and girls 
can identify with. The stories come with fresh and vibrant 

illustrations accompanying short texts in comic style. 
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Globine And The Birds

Volume 7

World Rights available
64 pages | bound | 17,5 x 24 cm |3+ | 2022

Our smart, fast and feisty girl from the 
tree house is off to a new adventure. One 
day, she hears agitated bird noises coming 
from a field. Just in time, she manages to 
save a nest with young birds from an ap-
proaching tractor. That close call gives 
rise to a plan to build a place for endan-

gered and non-endangered birds. After 
all, most birds don’t have it easy these 
days. For instance, ground-nesting birds 
are in constant danger from agricultural 
machinery, while others have trouble find-
ing food, in part because there are fewer 
insects.

Globine and Mathilda design and build a 
place that boasts everything birds might 
need. Not an easy feat. While bathing in 
the river during a break, they come up with 
even more ideas. Their feathered friends 
seem to be happy with the result, which is 
more than can be said of certain people 
from the village. But Globine and Mathilda 
show everyone that they cannot be pushed 
aside easily…

This book will entice all bird and nature 
lovers, and would not have been possible 
without the helpful assistance of the or-
nithological station Sempach, which cast 
an ornithological eye on text and imagery.

Volume 1
Gobine and the Missing Horses

Globine is a perky and unusual girl. She lives in a tree-
house she has built herself, near a small town. Her 
neighbours, living  in the same tree, are an owl and a 
squirrel. They are her best friends. One day, there is a 
great hullabaloo: Mr Rude is standing under Globine’s 
tree. He is accusing her of having stolen a valuable 
horse from his stables.

Volume 2
Globine and the Circus

The circus has arrived! Excitedly, Globine and her 
friends run to watch the colourful parade. In the evening, 
everything is ready for a wonderful opening night al-
though a storm is brewing. When it is the trapeze artists’ 
turn, the wind has become so strong that it lifts the big 
top’s roof and rips a tarpaulin clear apart. But Globine and 
her fellow townspeople will not let it bring them down.

Rights to China are sold
64 pages | bound | 17,5 × 24 cm | 6+ | 2015

Rights to China are sold
64 pages | bound | 17,5 × 24 cm | 6+ | 2016

Volume 3
Globine and the Cow Race

Everybody is preparing for the cow race, which is liven-
ing things up considerably in the little village. But the 
extraordinary sum promised to the winner makes the 
villagers greedy. Friendship, consideration and loyalty 
are being replaced by dogged training and squabbling. 
Meanwhile, Globine is trying to turn easy-going Olga 
into a racing cow. Globine is in her element.

World Rights available
64 pages | bound | 17,5 x 24 cm | 6+ | 2017
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Volume 5
Globine and the River Monster

Globine is a cheerful, clever girl. She likes the river and 
often goes there. But recently, very strange things have 
been happening. Sheep go missing, fish disappear, 
there are mysterious tracks all over the place. And the 
villagers are getting anxious. All this piques Globine‘s 
curiosity. With her friends. she‘s trying to get to the 
bottom of these weird goings-on. 

Volume 4
Globine and the Mysterious Ruins

Globine and Mathilda are going for a little hike. They want 
to have a picnic in a clearing. But suddenly, Globine is 
gone! When Mathilda is looking and calling for her, she 
can hear Globine’s voice from far away. They have discov-
ered the hidden ruins of a castle. And it’s supposed to be 
haunted! At the same time, two children are reported to 
be missing.

Rights to China are sold
64 pages | bound | 17,5 x 24 cm | 6+ | 2018

Volume 6
Globine in the city

Globine lives to unravel all kinds of mysteries. In her vil-
lage, there are always peculiar, strange or even spooky 
things happening. This time the church tower bells are 
going crazy. Their automatic mechanism is broken! Only 
a Volt Reinholdt compensator can help, Globine con-
cludes. And that’s only available in the city.

Rights to China are sold
64 pages | bound | 17,5 × 24 cm | 6+ | 2019

World Rights available
64 pages | bound | 17,5 x 24 cm | 6+ | 2017

Glöbeli

Backlist

Glöbeli is the little friend 
of Globi and Globine. 

He is a nice, gentle boy and he 
loves animals above all.
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Glöbeli on the farm

Glöbeli is having the time of his life on the farm with lots 
of animals. 

For children from age 2

Glöbeli on the playground

How delightful it is to play together and romp around on 
the playground. Glöbeli and his friends are having plenty 
of fun.

For children from age 2

Glöbeli on the beach

There is so much to explore and enjoy on a beautiful 
sandy beach. Glöbeli is fascinated.

For children from age 2

World Rights available 
16 pages | board book 18 x 18 cm | 2+

World Rights available 
16 pages | board book 18 x 18 cm | 2+

World Rights available 
16 pages | board book 18 x 18 cm | 2+

Glöbeli in the meadow

The meadow is alive! And what’s all that crawling and 
fluttering? Glöbeli and his friends get to know the 
meadow plants, cute animals and a lot of bugs.

For children from age 2

Glöbeli in the rain

Even the rainiest of days can be wonderful. Glöbeli calls 
Mia, puts on his raincoat, takes his umbrella with him 
and off he goes. You wouldn’t believe what’s out and 
about when it’s raining! 

For children from age 2

Glöbeli is looking for his dog

It’s warm outside and the sun’s shining. Now’s the per-
fect time to give the dog a bath. But the dog’s not in the 
mood to get wet and so he hides. Glöbeli searches all 
over, with many animals helping along the way. Will they 
find the dog in the end?

For children from age 2

World Rights available 
16 pages | board book 18 x 18 cm | 2+

World Rights available 
16 pages | board book 18 x 18 cm | 2+

World Rights available 
16 pages | board book 18 x 18 cm | 2+
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